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Stop, Look, Listen and Spend Accordingly!
 There continues to be growing enthusiasm for promoting JOBS 
in the U.S.A. by seeking out and purchasing the American made 
products presently available. Through their purchasing power the 
American people are making it known that they want to return to 
being a nation of multi-skilled workers capable of producing items 
competitively and of the highest quality.

     As we continue on the road to restoring 
America’s industries, I encourage you to 
network with family, friends and neighbors and 
let them know which American made products 
you purchased lately and the stores where you 

purchased them. Businesses selling predominantly foreign made 
products must see that the American people are walking away 
because they don’t see enough American made items available to 
them.

 As we continue this grass-roots campaign, I urge you to stop and 
look at every label, and listen closely to the responses of store 
managers as you ask them if they are planning to feature a larger 
selection of American made items. While recognizing the benefits 
of a growing global economy, we must insist on an equal number of 
American made products to support our domestic economy.

 Because more people are supporting American workers and 
America’s industries, our concerns are being discussed by the 
most important people, the investors and leaders of private sector 
industries. I encourage you to add to the enthusiasm of the 
Buy American Made Campaign and help us promote the 50/50 
balance between American made and imported products which 
would have tens-of-millions of Americans employed and help to 
support America’s economy. At this point, everything depends on 
how the American people choose to spend their hard-earned dollars. 
Thanks for spreading the word.

From the Desk of 
Michael Blichasz

American Workers’ Advocate
Host of the Saturday Variety Program at 11 A.M.

860 AM Radio WWDB • Philadelphia, PA
I welcome you to review the information from 
my most recent weekly commentaries and ask 
that you share this information with your family 
members and friends.

AmericanWorkersNeedYou.com

70% of America’s Economy is 
Based on Comsumer Sales!

 In recent years we have 
heard many reports about 
how the loss of domestic 
industries has continued 
to hurt the well-being of 
America and especially 
the stability of Americans. 
America still has a large manufacturing sector, but most of the 
products are durable items that are not purchased on a frequent 
basis. Expanding manufacturing of items like clothing, furniture and 
electronics are just a few that could make major and long-lasting 
change in America’s employment situation.

 As more Americans speak up and promote expanding 
manufacturing of day-to-day items used by the American people 
more private sector businesses will be able to create jobs placing 
competitive American made products on the American market. It 
is very true that modern technology requires fewer people to produce 
and market items that were needed 35 years ago. However, in the last 
35 years there have been so many new items on the world market 
that there is no reason that competitive items should not be made 
in the U.S.A. The objectives of American Workers Need You and 
the Buy American Made Campaign have been to unite America’s 
consumers and re-awaken the spirit of innovation so that tens-of 
millions of Americans can be employed.

 As we see in every report about the JOB situation in America, 
more Americans are committed to seeking out American made and 
speak up for what should and could be competitive American made 
products in every store in the U.S.A. We heard all of the excuses, now 
it’s time to remove tax loopholes that benefit only some businesses 
and implement long-term rewards for businesses doing business in 
America. Contact your local, state and federal elected officials so 
they get the message from more and more constituents.

 My thanks to those who have joined our campaign and are 
spreading the word to others. Each of us makes the decision as to 
how our dollars will be spent. Today, 70% of America’s economy is 
based on consumer sales and services. This is a statistic that must 
be changed because a large portion of the 70% is benefiting foreign 
workers instead of Americans. I urge you to help us circulate more 
of our own dollars in the U.S.A. by seeking out American made 
FIRST and urge store managers where you shop to seek out more 
American made products from their distributors.

The Clock Goes In One Direction!
 As you look at yourself and the people 
around you, you see that the clock goes in 
one direction, FORWARD. For more than 
35 years the clock was moving forward as 
thousands of America’s industries were 
downsized or closed and moved around the 
world.

 Most business representatives I speak with 
tell me businesses left America to escape 
rising taxes, regulations and the rising cost of manufacturing. 
Unfortunately I don’t find a lot of information that highlights the 
efforts of America’s national elected leaders working with business 
leaders to keep industries in the U.S.A. during the last 35 years. It is 
true that we live in a free market economy so companies can locate 
anywhere they choose, however, IF America’s national leaders had 
acted properly in our best interests, millions of jobs that could 
employ Americans would not have been lost to outsourcing and 
America would not be in so much debt.

 Today, we are trying to recover from the loss of industries and 
millions of jobs to other countries and 35 years after the fact we 
are still asking what solutions are America’s NATIONAL leaders 
proposing to help private sector businesses remain in or return 
to the U.S.A.?

 Because time moves very quickly, I ask you to continue speaking 
with local, state and national elected officials as well as with 
store management to voice your concerns for American workers. 
Supporters of the Buy American Made Campaign have helped 
Americans maintain their jobs and encouraged companies to 
remain or return to the U.S.A. There is no reason to waste time 
discussing what should have, could have or would have happened 
in America. Let’s concentrate our efforts on ways to support the 
businesses that manufacture, sell, ship and promote their products 
in the U.S.A. Our objective is to get Americans back to work 
utilizing their present skills or trained for the jobs needed in 
today’s industries.

What You See Is What You Get!
 For the tens of millions of people supporting the Buy American 
Made Campaign the statement “What you see is what you get” is 
very accurate. As our supporters look at labels and see such a 
large percentage of products made outside of America, they have a 
clear picture as to why the unemployment rate is high and why so 
many employable people are in need of assistance from government 
programs.

 Support for the Buy American Made Campaign continues to grow 
as does the frustration of people unable to find sufficient items with 
made in the U.S.A. labels. People often ask me why our national 
leaders allowed it to reach this point? Well, in better times the loss 
of America’s industries was less noticeable and there was always the 
idea that other countries could do the work while America’s service 
oriented economy expanded.

 In 1996, when I stated on my radio programs that America was 
losing too many industries and job skills to foreign countries, I 
was told my ideas were wrong. In 2006, as I expanded my radio 
commentaries in support of American workers and promoted the 
Buy American Made Campaign, I was told the campaign would not 
move outside my own radio broadcasts. Well, we are at the beginning 
of 2013, and in addition to my radio broadcasts, tens of millions of 
Americans and national and local media outlets are promoting the 
Buy American Made Campaign. However, as you see for yourself, 
America’s national elected leaders are still focused on ways to tax us 
rather than ways to help private sector businesses maintain a stable 
job base without being taxed and regulated out of America. National 
leaders don’t understand that American workers and businesses 
paying taxes can support government services and a well-balanced 
economy focused on balanced budgets that will benefit every 
American.

 As we continue our efforts, it is evident that the American people 
have to assume the leading role in looking out for the well-being of 
American workers from the point of production to the point of sale. 
Consider how much better America’s economy would be if we could 
restore a 50/50 balance of every item now sold in America’s stores. 
I’m not seeking to exclude foreign made products from the American 
market, simply to have a competitive American made version of every 
item for us to choose from. When we make more in the U.S.A., we will 
have more items to trade with other counties and can get back to the 
way things should be. Help us make 2013 a better year for America’s 
businesses and American workers. More American made items are 
now available in America’s stores, so shop around and let me know 
how you are making out.
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